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This publication deals a whole survey of up to date Soviet idea of knowledge. it really is under
no circumstances intended to interchange De Vries' first-class treatise at the comparable
subject. on the grounds that De Vries depended in general at the 'classics of Marxism' and the
few modern Soviet works which have been to be had in German translation, his account is at
most sensible an in troduction to the modern period. In a feeling this e-book is com plementary
to his: he provides the doctrines of the classics and criticizes them, this publication recounts
what got here after and what's happening now. Epistemology and idea of data are taken the
following as similar terms, representing the Soviet gnose%gija and teorija poznanija. No try to
justify the lifestyles of this kind of philosophical self-discipline may be tried here. Even outdoor of
this question of the legitimacy of epistemo logy, it's not effortless to delimit the area of its
purvey. We have, therefore, taken it in a much wider instead of slim sense. which means a few
ques tions of common sense and psychology Soviet Theory of Knowledge were taken up - to
the level that they overlap with the sphere of philosophical attention of knowledge."
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